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Electricity Restructuring Ontario 

1998 - 2002 Electricity restructuring and privatization 
• HEPC split into three private companies :  

– Ontario Power Generation (for production) 

– Ontario Hydro Services (transmission networks, remote distribution  

– Independent Market Operator (st planning, dispatch, wholesale markets) 
 

2002 – 2006 Adjustment Process for the new model 
• Shrinking supply despite rising demand and population highlighted the need  for a  

long term planning process to cover supply mix, regional distribution, growth 
forecasts and environmental goals. 

• Creation of the OPA (Ontario Power Authority) to fill this role. 

• Supply Mix Advice Report in 2005 

• OPA sets up new procurement process for long term contracts in 2006 to stimulate 
investment in new capacity to meet the plan targets 

 

 

 



The Contract Process 

• Capacity Planning  
The OPA defines a long term plan by type of power source and service region and 
opens capacity for development.    

• Supplier Qualification 
There is a supplier qualification process for all new suppliers. 

• Bidding 
Candidates present proposals for capacity development  covering time to build, 
technical characteristics, project management and operations management. 

• Ongoing Operation 
The producer must have his capacity available and produce when called upon by the 
dispatch operator. The producer is paid by OPA at the contract price.  

• Quality Control and Evaluation 
There are quality standards and an evaluation process. 



Contract Prices Examples 

Thermal    average contract length 20 years  
- Link to capacity through  ‘deemed production’* which is used in place of actual production 

because the producer doesn’t control dispatch.  
- There is also a minimum revenue requirement that triggers complements or paybacks. 
- Mix between an energy only contract and a capacity mechanism.   
- Link to cost and also a reference price for gas based on a reference hub. 
- Bidding process distinguishes simple, combined cycle and combined heat and power 
* Deemed production is expected average volume as defined in contract  

All Contracts  
- Long term contracts with confidential prices and rules for price increases over time  
- Penalties for missing project schedule and for failure to provide capacity when called 
- Contracts are exclusive with OPA except for certain exceptions for ancillary services  



Contract Prices Examples 
Renewables      6-10 years new techno, 20 established, 50 large hydro 
- Feed in Tariffs for new renewables (power from waste, some PV)  
- Some FIT for small hydro, especially peaking units and storage 
- Established large hydro based on cost plus reference prices (similar to former regulated 

prices) with mechanisms to cover dispatch gaps and minimum revenues 
- Established wind and  solar shifting to a new mechanism more in line with established hydro 

Nuclear  
- Still on regulated prices  (cost plus based) new nuclear paused so mechanism not defined 



Interfaces 

• Existing Producers and New Procurement 
Transition process – Regulated process for OPG, existing NUG contracts, moving to new 
process over 10 years    

• Interface Suppliers , OPA  
Suppliers report capacity availability and production  (monthly reporting )and receive 

payments from OPA at contract price.  
• Interface IESO, OPA, Distributors  

IESO dispatch based on HOEP (spot price) using merit order and marginal cost logic.  Pass 
through OPA to IESO to retailers at adjusted HOEP. OPA carries  Global Adjustment 
Account with differences between adjusted HOEP and contract price.  

• Interface Distributors, Final Users 
Mostly regulated retail prices and municipal distribution but some new private retail 
suppliers. Prices adjusted over time to cover Global Adjustment Mechanism. 

• Adjustments in Prices and Contracts  
Supplier contracts contain provisions to adjust prices based on fuel prices and reference 
cost data, plus  some guaranteed increases over time. Note that wholesale market price 
fluctuations (HOEP) are managed and absorbed by IESO and OPA and ultimately passed on 
to final users. 



Evaluation of Contract Program 

Investment    - 5/5    
- Good response rate for bids, many new entrants –  especially in gas and renewables 
- Capacity goals met with the desired mix  
- Program viewed positively by investors outside Ontario 

Conservation and Environment  - 4/5    
- Managed expansion of renewables, including non-hydro  
- Replaced coal with gas to meet environmental goals 
- Not clear where nuclear will go – on hold 
- Program to integrate demand response and storage with dispatch 

Low Cost   - 3/5      
- Primary source of complaints is  price related (GAM passed on to consumers) 
- Cost impact of renewables subsidies offset with cost risk of expanding reliance on gas 
- GAM leaves  deferred liabilities on OPA books with risk of future cost pressure  (see 2012 in 

appendix)  

Program Goals  
- Stimulate investment in new capacity to meet long term plan 
- Implement conservation and environmental initiatives  
- Provide low cost reliable electricity supply 



Conclusions 

• Contract program is effective at stimulating 
investment in desired mix. 

• Only production is ‘open’ – distribution and retail 
remain regulated. 

• Financial risk transferred to OPA – vulnerable to a 
durable disconnect between HOEP and contract 
prices. 

• Impact of centralized dispatch on interaction with 
other markets (import/export) not clear. (Is the 
market signal still heard?) 
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A: Statistics on OPA contracts 
The Ontario system is a mix of contracted power and a competitive 
wholesale market, but the contracted market is the dominant force 
covering over 80% of supply. 

From web site of the OPA http:/www.powerauthority.on.ca/ 



B: Contract Structure and Prices 
• Renewables  

FIT and RESOP subsidy programs with pre-defined prices by type of production.    

• Nuclear 
No new capacity in plan but the management of existing capacity was outsourced. 

• Gas and Other 
Zoom on the ‘deemed production’ mechanism on next slide. 

From web site of the OPA http:/www.powerauthority.on.ca/ 



C: Thermal Generation 



D: Detail on Gas Contracts showing Capacity and Owner  

* Data from OPA site plus individual corporate sites 



E: Zoom on Gas Contracts 
The contract includes both a fixed and variable component, with a link to capacity through the 
concept of ‘deemed production’ which is used in place of actual production because the 
producer doesn’t control dispatch. This provides an interesting mix between an energy only 
contract and a capacity mechanism.  As for price levels, there is a link to cost and also a 
reference price for gas based on a reference hub. 

5.2.1. Current contract structures for gas-fired generators in Ontario 
With the exception of contracts for non-utility generators (NUGs), which are currently held by the 
Ontario Electricity Financial Corporation (OEFC), contracts for gas-fired generators are held by the OPA. 
116 These contracts are settled through a Deemed Production Model format. This involves “a 
combination of a monthly fixed component (or revenue requirement) and the monthly variable cost to 
generate an expected (or deemed) production of electricity, based on a set of contractual 
parameters.”117 According to a report prepared for the OEB, the average net revenue requirement for 
projects developed under the Clean Energy Supply RFP118 (as well as “early mover” projects119) is 
$7,900 per megawatt month. 120 The OPA is responsible for contingent support payments covering the 
difference between this amount and the “deemed” energy market revenues (i.e. the market revenues 
generated based on the dispatch parameters in the contract).121 Conversely, if deemed revenues ever 
exceed the revenue requirement, the generator must make a revenue sharing payment to OPA. 
As the IESO notes, “in the absence of the ability of the firm to influence HOEP*, the OPA payment—
whether from or to the OPA—is independent of the firm’s actual production choices. …production 
decisions are not based on the criteria for deeming.”122 The criteria for determining deemed production 
include variable energy cost — one element of which is the gas price at the Dawn hub.123 OPA also 
holds a contract for the ongoing operation at OPG’s Lennox generating station.124 
* Hourly Ontario Energy Price 

Source: from page 35 of Weis and Partington, Pembina Institute, ‘Behind the Switch: Pricing Ontario Electricity Options’, July 2011  



* Data from Invenergy web site  

F: Detail on Hydro Contracts showing Capacity and Owner  



G: Zoom on Hydro Contracts 

http://www.powerauthority.on.ca/sites/default/files/page/HESOP_Webinar_Oct%208%202013.pdf 



H: Ontario Power Generation 
selected data from their 2012 financial reporting 



I: Ontario Power Generation 
selected data from their 2012 financial reporting 



J: OPG data on HOEP 
selected data from their 2012 financial reporting 



K: Brookfield Renewables 

2010 Canada 57$/MWH 2009 Canada 61$/MWH 



L: GAM From OPA Annual Report 2012 



M: GAM Cash Flows 
From OPA Annual Report 2012 



N: GAM Details 
From OPA Annual Report 2012 



O: More GAM details 
From OPA Annual Report 2012 



P: Invenergy Project Finance Success  

* Data from Invenergy web site  



* Data from Bruce Power web site  

Q: Contractual provisions for repair of defects  


